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Bearing Basics

the KP-4 consists of three major com- ponents . . . an outer race which press fits into the bearing sleeve, an inner race which the axle or bolt passes through and ... 
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NEIL SIDDERS, EAA 202857 RR 5, Box 357A Monroe, LA 71203-9573 I think this must be the most frustrating article I have ever written. It is frustration in its worst form as I look at how far the homebuilt movement has come in the design of aircraft and the use of composite structure, aerodynamics that have produced 300 mile per hour rockets and developments in engines such as the Dyna-Cam that runs so smoothly that they can be mounted directly to the airframe. Yet somewhere, somehow airplanes are still being designed with control system bearings improperly installed. Well, just how does one know if this condition exist in his or her own design? That is the simplest of all questions to answer. Simply tighten all the bolts in your control system and if it doesn't move as freely as it did when they were loose, something is wrong. It should be understood that a bolt is a clamping device and only a clamping device. A bolt shank should not be used as a bearing unless the bolt is designed for that purpose such as a shoulder bolt. Often a bolt is used as a bearing shaft in homebuilts in the interest of saving weight. In my own opinion this is a poor excuse for bad engineering. I'll probably get a lot of flak from that, but it is my opinion. In addressing the problem concerning bearing installation, we find most



Photo 1



designs are just as the drawing in Photo 1 illustrates . . . a simple bearing sleeve with a spacer to keep the bearings apart. This does a fine job of holding the bearings at their proper spacing . . . right? Well, almost. A bearing such as the KP-4 consists of three major components . . . an outer race which press fits into the bearing sleeve, an inner race which the axle or bolt passes through and the balls that allow the turning of the inner race within the outer race. The KP-4 is designed to take all of its load perpendicular to the axle. If the bearings are installed as the design suggests and the bolt is tightened, the bearings are then side loaded causing the balls to bind in the races and skid rather than roll. This obviously will lead to premature bearing failure. Up until now the standard practice has been to simply loosen the bolt a little until the assembly turns freely. This also sacrifices the rigidity of the assembly.



Photo 1 shows all the parts used to correct the previously described situation. We should all realize that bearings are precision components and require a certain degree of precision work for installation. For most homebuilders, this may require a trip to the machine shop. The control stick in the top of the photo is bored straight through to a diameter of .9007" in order to have a press fit on the Fafnir KP-4 bearings which are also seen in the photo. (KP-4 bearing is .901" o.d.) Also in Photo 1 are the two bearing spacers required for a proper bearing installation. The small spacer is made from 3/8 x .058 bushing stock faced off to whatever length is necessary for a given installation. The larger spacer was machined from aluminum for a slip fit in the control stick. The inside diameter is drilled 13/32" and the length is .150" longer than the small spacer. The difference in length is due to the .075" offset in the Fafnir bearing. INSTALLATION



Photo 2 56 MAY 1989



Photo 2 - Locate the aluminum bearing spacer in the center of the bearing cage. Photo 3 - Locate and drill through one side of the cage and spacer with a 6-32 tap drill. Photo 4 - Drill through the steel parts only with a 9/64" drill. Photo 5 - Slip the drive belt off your drill press and place your 6-32 tap in the chuck. This holds the tap nice and straight so you don't break it. Put a little cutting oil on the tap and turn the chuck by hand. You will find that tapping is much easier this way and you will break far fewer taps. Photo 6 - Install a 6-32 machine screw with Loc-Tite or safety wire, then using a large socket and a bench vise, press one of the bearings in until it contacts the aluminum spacer.



Photo 7 - Put a little light grease on



the smaller spacer and drop it in place inside the aluminum spacer. Photo 8 - Using another socket, press the second bearing into the assembly until it seats against the spacer. Never



press against the inner race because



this can damage the bearing. Photo 9 - There you have it. With both



inner and outer bearing races supported, you can now torque the bolt to its proper value and be assured that the bearings will last a long, long time because you have done it right. The added plus is that if the bearings should ever wear out you can simply remove the 632 screw and press the complete assembly out through one side. Kinda nice, ain't it?
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Photo 4



Photo 5



Photo 8



Photo 9 SPORT AVIATION 57
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Lesailesetleslimitesdelavictoire - JESA Bearing Solutions 

28 avr. 2016 - 12. HÃ”PITAL Les comptes 2015 de l'HFR s'Ã©crivent en noir. 13. Ã‰CONOMIE Le tourisme pÃ¨se 1,3 milliard de francs. 15. BULLE Les ...
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Load-bearing Masonry 

Association8 some partly empirical and partly theoretical guid- ance has been incorporated in ... 'racking' shear strength of the shear walls is great enough. Even.
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE FOR SUBSPACE BEARING 

cases of diverse polarization and mutual coupling contexts, ... bM ] =ËœB (E=0) and bm=b (Î¸m,Î·m). ... and second derivatives of Ï•E(v (Î¸) , u (Î¸)) versus Î¸ check:.
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NICKEL-BEARING CLAY MINERALS - CiteSeerX 

The best fit is obtained by minimizing the agreement factor Q defined by: : ~(Zth(k) -- Zobs(k)) 2 .... It must also be pointed out that ..... 4) is close to that of kerolites ...
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C3 Mini Lathe Bearing Change 

Remove the two C-nuts, gear, key, plastic spacer and plastic bearing cover ... To compensate for the wider taper roller bearings it is necessary to make a.
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Balancing Basics 

When prompted increase the engine RPM to your designated balancing RPM. When prompted, by the balancer, return the engine to idle and allow it to cool.
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics - Size 

When it comes to an aircraft's electrical system, a ... Because an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide .... to design the basics of your electrical.
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OS Basics 

Questions for review to help students verify their understanding of the material ... New York. Bill Ogden is a retired IBM Senior Technical Staff Member. He holds ...
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Bread Basics 

Fresh-baked bread is best when consumed as soon as possible. To store, wrap cooled .... The package instructions will list the amount of water and amount of yeast to use. Be sure ...... Email: [email protected]. RED DE ...
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Hallelujah Basics 

L I ç'.aJ", ayf* .4 tu'/ri'. Jeff Buckley-Lick frir die 4 Takte nach dem Refrain. Kann als Ûbergang zum nâchsten Vers gespielt werden: !u/' û;"'. P" 4 2,' lo,irÀl: ,,y,,,,'i f" ...
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Battery Basics 

charge of starting batteries also dramati- cally shortens their ... and every battery has an optimal maxi- mum rate for .... relatively light weight packages, as well.
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Particules d'embolisation BEARING nsPVA ... - Merit Medical EMEA 

Merit Medical Systems, Inc. : 1600 West Merit Parkway â€¢ South Jordan, Utah 84095 â€¢ 1-801-253-1600 â€¢ 1-800-35-MERIT. Merit Medical France - 136, Avenue Joseph Kessel - 78960 - Voisins le Bretonneux - France - Tel +33 1 30 57 24 24. Merit Medical
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full paper fluid bearing 15 june 2009 

which plays a significant role in stability of machines rotors, mechatronic systems ... ship. The equivalent of the strength for a fluid bearing is the maximum load ...
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astronomy basics 

Northern & Southern Hemisphere, etc. are basic information for ... about basic functions. To help ...... dentro del campo visual si estÃ¡ utilizando un ocular de baja.
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FOUNDATIONâ„¢ Fieldbus Fieldbus Basics 

Management Information Systems (MIS), Enterprise Resource. Planning (ERP) .... The Future is Digital. 14. 14. H1 Physical layer terminology. Host. Computer.
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Microcontroller Basics - grifoÂ¨ COM 

Microcontroller Basics. This chapter introduces you to the world of .... All microcontrollers have a defined instruction set, which consists of the binary words that.
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...
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Impedance Measurement Basics 

Marketing Engineer at the Loveland Instrument Division in. Colorado. ... works in Santa Rosa, California as the U.S. Sales Manager for KID. ...... manual and slow.Missing:
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telescope basics - Celestron 

ORIENTAMENTO DELL'IMMAGINE. L'orientamento dell'immagine cambia a seconda di come l'oculare viene inserito nel telescopio. Quando si usa il prisma.
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Strength Training Basics 

In Brief: Dramatic advances in the prescription of anaerobic exercise, especially over the .... and power training or reduced to improve local muscle endurance.
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Kanban Basics Order point 

This allows supplier to serve more than one customer as long as deliveries / consumption combinations remain manageable. Condition of feasibility: Inventory S.
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PBASIC Language Basics 

Oct 14, 2002 - ECEN 4213 Computer Based System Design. PBASIC Language ... PBASIC INTRODUCTION. PBASIC stands for ... be written using the STAMP programming software and downloaded on a serial port to the BASIC Stamp.
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